Abstract. We report preliminary results concerning the detailed chemical composition of metal poor stars belonging to close ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (hereafter UfDSphs). The abundances have been determined thanks to spectra obtained with X-Shooter, a high efficiency spectrograph installed on one of the ESO VLT units. The sample of ultra-faint dwarf spheroidal stars have abundance ratios slightly lower to what is measured in field halo star of the same metallicity. We did not find extreme abundances in our Hercules stars as the one found by Koch for his 2 Hercules stars. The synthesis of the neutron capture elements Ba and Sr seems to originate from the same nucleosynthetic process in operation during the early stages of the galactic evolution.
INTRODUCTION
While the discovery of the UfDSphs certainly alleviates the missing satellite problem, these loose objects are not expected to be important contributors to the mass assembly of the Milky Way (herafter MW) halo ( [8] , [4] ). On the other hand, being among the most metal-poor environments known ([Fe/H]< -2, [5] ), UfDSphs may have been an important source for the building-up of the metal-poor end of the MW halo metallicity distribution ( [3] , [5] , see Fig. 1 ).The chemical abundance patterns of UfDSph stars should then be similar to those of their halo counterparts at similar metallicity. This is a prediction and a crucial observational test for the hierarchical galaxy formation scenario. Neutron-capture elements (e.g. Ba and Sr) are, on the other hand, depleted in UfDSph stars compared to the common trend shared between MW and DSph stars. Therefore, it is still unclear whether UfDSphs can be flagged as building blocks of the metal-poor tail of the MW halo, and more observational data is mandatory to trace a self-consistent scenario for the formation, chemical enrichment history and evolution of both these fascinating systems and the MW itself.
OBSERVATIONS
Available low-resolution studies provide membership and tentative metallicities for a number of stars in the UfDSphs. We made use of the high efficiency, wide spectral coverage and relatively high resolution of X-shooter/VLT to perform a survey to derive detailed chemical abundances for a sample of 11 stars in 5 (out of the 9) UfDSphs accessible from Chile. All of the targets are UfDSph confirmed radial velocity members.X-Shooter is a multi-wavelength medium resolution spectrograph mounted at the UT2 Cassegrain focus. The instrument consists of three arms : UVB (300-560 nm), VIS (560-1024 nm) and NIR (1024-2480 nm). This paper presents premiminary results of a study of giants stars belonging to the UfDSphs Hercules, Canis Venatici II and Leo IV.
We use the photometry information for BVI colors from the paper of Kirby et al. 2008 [5] . Temperature have been derived following the relations of Ramirez and Melendez (2005) [7] . The surface gravities have been obtained from the photometry and calculated using the standard relation between logg, Mass, Teff and Mbol relative to the Sun, assuming the solar values Teff=5790K, logg = 4.44 and Mbol= 4.72. We assumed also 0.8M ⊙ for the mass of the giant stars which have been observed. Distance modulii have been taken in Belokurov et al. (2007) [1] . [2] , Dwarf Spheroidal (herafter DSph) stars [9] and stars belonging to UfDSphs ( [3] , [6] ). The ratio [Mg/Fe] is in agreement with the values found in DSph stars. This value is slightly lower than the mean value found in the the metal poor end of the Milky Way. For [Ba/Fe], we found results similar, although slightly lower, to what is found in field stars of our Galaxy. It should be noted that the larger difference is found for stars belonging to Coma Ber. (Frebel et al. 2010,[3] ). Our [Sr/Fe] results are similar to the abundance ratios found in the field stars of the Milky Way. Again, the only objects which deviate significantly from the MW trend are the stars belonging to Coma Ber. In the lowest panel of Fig.1 are plotted the ratios [Sr/Ba] as a function of [Fe/H]. This plot is particularly interesting as it reveals the variation of the ratio of an element with an early r-process nucleosynthesis (Ba) and an another early r-process element (Sr) built also with an additional r-process synthesis (weak r). This figure shows that the peculiar trend found in the very metal poor stars of our Galaxy is shared with the metal poor stars found in the ultra faint dwarf galaxies. Only one star deviates significantly from the trend.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

